
Unable To Update The Minecraft Native Launcher?
 

The “unable to replace the Minecraft native launcher” subject often occurs when updating

your Minecraft or playing the game. What causes the error? How to repair it? Now, learn the

publish of MiniTool, wherein you'll learn a number of efficient troubleshooting methods.
 

Possible Causes for the Unable to Update the Minecraft Native Launcher Error 

 

Resolution 1. Repair the Minecraft Recreation 

 

Resolution 2. Obtain a new Minecraft Consumer from the Minecraft.internet 

 

Solution 3. Delete the Previous Minecraft-associated Files 

 

Solution 4. Add the Minecraft Sport to the Exception List of Your Antivirus Program 

 

 

Possible Causes for the Unable to Replace the Minecraft Native Launcher Error
 

The “unable to update the Minecraft native launcher” error will stop you from installing the

latest Minecraft updates via the Minecraft launcher. What causes the error? Based on the

report, here are 2 main components that will lead to the error.
 

New native launcher: A great many customers complain that it is difficult to put in the updates

through the brand new launcher. It is because a bug in the launcher prevents it from

downloading the recordsdata. 

Antivirus packages: Antivirus applications also stop the launcher from installing the replace.

For that, you may disable it quickly or add the Minecraft recreation to the exception checklist.
 

Now, let’s see learn how to replace Minecraft Windows 10 without the error.
 

As for games, Minecraft Home windows 10 or Java edition, which one is best? This submit

will analyze a number of key elements helping you select an appropriate one.
 

Resolution 1. Repair the Minecraft Sport
 

The primary and easiest methodology is to repair the Minecraft sport via Applications and

Features (App and Features). This device can enable you to fix some corrupted and broken

information. Here’s how to do that:
 

Step 1. Press Win + R keys to open the Run field, and then sort appwiz.cpl in it and hit Enter.
 

Step 2. Within the record of programs and options, right-click the Minecraft Launcher and

select Restore.
 



Step 3. Follow the on-display screen prompts to complete the repair process. After that, you

can try installing the replace and test if the unable to replace the Minecraft native launcher if

fastened.
 

You can allocate extra RAM in Minecraft on Laptop. if you do not know the way, you can

follow the steps in this post to allocate extra ram to Minecraft.
 

Answer 2. Download a new Minecraft Consumer from the Minecraft.web
 

Along with downloading the replace recordsdata through Minecraft launcher, you may also

manually obtain the Minecraft.exe replace file from the consumer webpage.
 

Step 1. Click here to obtain the most recent Minecraft update files.
 

Step 2. In the Minecraft.net’s download page, click the Strive an alternate download choice

under the big Download button.
 

Step 3. Download the minecraft.exe from this page and run this file to see if the “unable to

update Minecraft native launcher” difficulty is resolved or not.
 

Have you come throughout Minecraft error code 5 when launching Minecraft? If you're

bothered by this vexing problem, this put up can help you resolve it.
 

Solution 3. Delete the Earlier Minecraft-associated Recordsdata
 

If the above methodology fails to fix your drawback, you must manually delete the previous

Minecraft-associated files. Here’s a fast information.
 

Step 1. Press Win + E keys to open the File Explorer window, and then kind the %Appdata%

in the deal with bar and hit Enter.
 

Step 2. Navigate to the Minecraft folder and press the Delete key to delete the old folder.
 

Step 3. Run MINECRAFT SERVERS that you just simply downloaded from the given steps

above and see if the unable to replace the Minecraft native launcher error is fixed.
 

Answer 4. Add the Minecraft Game to the Exception Record of Your Antivirus Program
 

As mentioned above, the antivirus also might prevent the native launcher from installing. So,

you'll be able to add the Minecraft recreation to the exception listing or disable it temporarily.

This operation may differ relying on the antivirus program that you are utilizing.
 

You can discuss with the short information below.
 

Step 1. Launch the antivirus program to get its dashboard.
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Step 2. Navigate to the Exceptions record or another related choices.
 

Step 3. Within the Exceptions window, click on Add Exception and choose the Minecraft

folder to the exception checklist.
 

After that, you may verify if the Minecraft launcher not working nonetheless persists.

Alternatively, you can try disabling the antivirus program quickly while updating or taking part

in Minecraft.


